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What’s the best thing since sliced bread? The sandwich of course! Layered with flavor, simple
and portable, and full of endless variety, sandwiches have been stealing the show for as long as
they’ve existed.But it’s time for the traditional, calorie-laden, meat-centric sandwich to move
over, because there’s a new sheriff in town—the vegan sandwich! Filled with healthy, natural,
plant-based ingredients, vegan sandwiches are your one-stop shop to total breakfast, lunch, or
dinner satisfaction.Inside Vegan Sandwiches Save the Day, you’ll find 101 amazing
combinations to suit any time, any craving, and any occasion, from Apricot Breakfast Panini to
Protein-Happy Quinoa Rolls and Curried Lentil Sloppy Joes. So whether you’re packing a lunch
for work, school, or play, or just want to indulge in a nutritious and pleasurable meal without
spending hours slaving over the stove, Vegan Sandwiches Save the Day has the tasty solution
you’re looking for.
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Kyleigh, “Out of this World Sandwiches!. Both my husband and I are big sandwich fans. During
the warm summer months are meal rotation relies heavily on a mixture of sandwiches, salads,
raw foods, and grilled foods. Of course eating that many sandwiches can get boring, and even
though I own a multitude of cook books I find a lot of the sandwich recipes in various books are
rather similar. Everyone has a Vegan Reuben sandwich, everyone has a ‘fish taco’ recipe, what I
wanted was creativity, and inspiration, and “Vegan Sandwiches Save The Day” certainly
provides that.First I have to say that I really love the style of this book. Everything from the front
cover, to the inside layout to the photographs is gorgeous and makes you want to use the book
all the time. I love that the authors think outside the box as far as what they consider a sandwich
- basically if it’s something between two other something’s it’s a sandwich! - and I love that they
get creative with flavor and texture combinations. I mean avocado and nut butter? Banana, nut
butter and bacon? Who would think of these things? I know I wouldn’t and yet they work! The
sheer variety of sandwich options in and of itself is enough of a reason to buy the book. Of
course I also really love that the authors rely almost solely on simple foods, or foods you can
make yourself from scratch. No store-bought vegan products but home-made seitan and cold-
cuts - for which they provide recipes! Even homemade bread if you feel so inclined to make your
own and have the time to do so. I love that. I love that the protein sources are seitan, tempeh,
tofu, beans, and nut butters. I love that the sandwiches incorporates a wide variety of
vegetables, and cultural traditions.Now, having said all of that there are a few things you may
wish to keep in mind. There is no nutritional information provided for the sandwiches - or other
recipes - in this book. That’s a deal breaker for some people so it’s good information to know.
Also I wouldn’t exactly classify these as ‘healthy’ sandwiches. I mean, certainly they’re healthier
then eating their meaty counterparts but lets be honest and not kid ourselves, these are gourmet
sandwiches not health food. These are sandwiches for people who love sandwiches and don’t
give a fig about calories. Thirdly, some of the recipes require ingredients that may be difficult for
some people to find - most notably Ume Plum Vinegar, Creamed Coconut, Instant Tapioca,
Maca, Jackfruit and so on. However, most natural health food stores will carry a handful of these,
and many ethnic stores will carry jackfruit, ume vinegar, and creamed coconut. If that is not the
case in your area these ingredients are also fully obtainable right here on Amazon! Lastly, some
of the recipes also require a bit of preparation. Don’t for a second think these recipes consist of
“slap some filling between two slices of bread’ because that simply isn’t the case, and if that’s
what you’re looking for then I’m not sure why exactly you need a book for that anyway. Since
many of the recipes are made from scratch - including making your own condiments and sauces
- this is why there are several steps. Also the authors in many cases are trying to provide
veganized versions of popular sandwiches and this requires some kitchen work. I mean if you
want a KFC style sandwich frying some tofu in a skillet really isn’t going to cut it you know?
Some recipes require marinating the protein source, some recipes require breading and frying -



but this is certainly not true of every recipe, and many of the sandwiches can easily be made
within 30 minutes - provided of course you’re quick in the kitchen.I think the most important thing
to consider when buying this book, to ensure you get the most out of it and enjoy your
experience is to consider what it is you want. Do you want gourmet sandwiches that you can
enjoy for a lovely sit down meal with friends and family - or even alone? A sandwich you can eat
for dinner, like the kind you might get out at a restaurant, or do you simply want to wolf
something down before - or at - work? If you’re more inclined towards the third option then this is
not the book for you. If like me you desire culinary creativity and you don’t mind spending some
time in the kitchen provided you’re going to get a fantastic meal out of it then this is exactly the
book for you! Especially if you love sandwiches. My only complaint is that despite the wealth of
recipes in this book I wanted more! That’s how much of a sandwich fanatic I am. I love that there
exists an entire book devoted to sandwiches! I could easily have enjoyed another 100 recipes,
maybe they’re write a sequel! Also I would have liked more photos. There are a ton of wonderful
and mouth watering photos in this book, and I love them, but I would have loved to see one for
each recipe. Oh well, C’est la vie.Of the recipes I’ve tried so far this is what I thought...Country
Sausage Sandwiches - Amazing! Loved itOut For The Count of Monte Cristo - Loved it!Apricot
Breakfast Panini - Loved itBlueberry and Corn Pancake Sandwiches with Lemony Filling - Loved
it, really some of the best pancakes I’ve made!Hollandaze’d Asparagus Founds - Though this
was not my favorite vegan Hollandaise ever, I really loved the sandwich.Navajo Tacos - OMG
Amazing!Deviled (not) Egg Salad Sandwiches - Loved itFrench Tofu Salad with Grapes - Loved
itAlmo-Cado Sandwiches - Loved itRadish and Creamy Cheese Bagel Sandwiches - Loved
itTofu Pomegranate Pockets - OMG Amazing! Some of the best tofu I’ve ever made!Bulgur
Hummus Wraps - Loved itProtein-Happy Quinoa Wraps - Amazing!Faux-Lafel - Not my favorite
Falafel Recipe but I loved it anyway.Pittsburgh Steak Sandwiches - Loved itFrom Russia With
Love - Amazing!Croquinoette Wrap Party - Pretty good.Bean and Nut Burgers - Loved
itChazwich - Loved itMango Butter and Ginger Whoopie Pies - Loved themTempeh Bacon -
Loved itMoo-Free Seitan - This is a bit of work, but it is so, so worth it to make!Overall a great
book, and I really can’t wait to try some more sandwiches soon! There’s a ‘tuna’ sandwich that
looks to die for and something called a Mac Shroom - I mean mac and cheese on a sandwich?
Crazy-talk. Anyway, I probably wouldn’t give this book to a newbie vegan, nor would I give it to
someone who’s looking for some quick sandwich ideas. I would definitely give it to a seasoned
vegan who loves a good sandwich and appreciates spending some time in the kitchen. If that
sounds like you, then this is your book!”

gigi, “Worth it for the Gobbler recipe alone!. Even though I needed another vegan cookbook like I
needed a hole in the head, I bought this book. I love to cook, I love sandwiches, and now I love
this book. I'd read a review of this book in a magazine and it inspired me to check it out and to
declare 2013 the year of the sandwich at my house and my original plan was to make one
sandwich a week from this book. But everything I've made so far has been so good that once a



week doesn't seem often enough!SO far I've madeGobbler Slices - so delicious, I may never
ever buy a field roast again. This stuff is so good, so much better than Tofurky (or any other kind
of deli-slices), that I sometimes just grab a slice out of the fridge to eat plain. Plain!Mushroom
Tomato SLices - also delicious - not as good as the gobbler, but still way better than any deli-
slices I've ever boughtTaste of Tuscany Sandwich - I made this for super-bowl and served it to
my non-vegan husband who liked it so much I made them for dinner the next week as well. The
mayo/olive/garlic sauce is outrageously deliciousDagwood's Special - a classic clubPortobello
Po' Boys - delicious crispy-fried portobello slices with another delicious mayo/pickle/sriracha
sauceNOrth End Grinder - a classic "italian" style grinder with all the fixins (I added more stuff
than the recipe called for such as hot pepper slices, chopped pickles & olives) with yet another
killer dressing. I brought this to a vegan pot-luck and brought the house downWIth such good
results on everything I've made, I totally trust this book and I look forward to making every single
recipe in here.The recipes aren't toss-together quick, but if all you want are quick slap 'em
together sandwiches, do you really need a book? These are special, dinner and company
worthy sandwiches”

Valerie de Burgh, “Cousin's Christmas Present. I bought this for my cousin who had seen it in a
bookshop on holiday & regretted not buying it. She told me it had lots of interesting ideas she
had never thought of. She is delighted to have it at last and I am pleased it will give her so much
pleasure.”

Sue Sinclair, “GREAT BOOK TO ADD TO YOUR COLLECTION. Bought this for my son and his
family who are vegan and they said it was a great book with lots new ideas so they were very
pleased with it, sorry i have no first hand experience of the book, but they would highly
recommend it. Thanks”

Blackdogwalker, “A must for those who love sandwiches but want to give up eating animal
products.. First Class Vegan Eating Ideas. Lots of interesting, new and inventive ideas for
sandwich fillings,  both cold & hot.”

The book by Tamasin Noyes has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 108 people have provided feedback.
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